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A tiger shark was pulled up by the South West fishing contractor this morning. The male tiger shark had his
tail all entangled in rope and was severely distressed, so much so that he threw up his entire stomach out of his
body. This effectively left a heap of oil and fishy substance in the water. According to Blair Ranford volunteer
white shark researcher and tagger this oil slick like substance smells and looks just like the burley that is used
to lure great white sharks in for tagging. What is very concerning is that this is right off a well known surf
spot. It was not wrapped by the tail The fishermen wrestled with the shark, distressing the animal even more
until he was finally brought in closer to be shot 3 times in the head before dying. The shark was not measured
by the fishermen. Beautiful Male Tiger shark takes one last look at the world and the oceans it helped keep
healthy for humanity before being shot by fisherman. Bloodied, shot and butchered, the reward from humanity
for keeping our oceans healthy. Gracetown, drum-line 5 , Western Australia, Another tiger sharks was caught
this morning with a hook through the left hand side of its mouth and penetrating through the top of its head.
The tiger shark at this stage was still alive. The fisherman then brought the undersized shark along side and
reached over the side of the boat with a long pole with a knife attached. The fisherman then barbarically
started hacking away at the sharks mouth and head, completely butchering any chance of this shark being able
to feed again. Having nothing for the hook to hold onto, the once beautiful and graceful tiger shark sank to the
bottom of the ocean. Fisherman barbarically hacking away at the sharks mouth and head, completely
butchering any chance of this shark being able to feed again. The events of this morning were captured by Sea
Shepherd and Animal Amnesty independent observation and research team as part of the no shark cull
alliance. As taxpayers forced to fund this atrocity, we have a right for the truth to be told. In the absence of
government transparency, Sea Shepherd and Animal Amnesty will deliver to the public filling the void. The
WA EPA has received a record number of submission, its time a full environmental impact assessment was
conducted, that WA caught up with the 21st century and removed these barbaric and pointless drum lines
immediately!
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How and Why Teens Abuse Flower Seeds Understanding the Hallucinogenic Effects of Flower Seeds What
started out as a YouTube video from a Massachusetts teenager who consumed Morning Glory seeds to get
high ended up as something of a public health crisis that put several other children in the hospital. The
anonymous and reckless young man self-recorded the effects of what he claimed to be psychedelic plant seeds.
As word spread, local police convinced the local Home Depot in Somerset, Massachusetts to pull Morning
Glory seeds off the shelves, but the company said that the popular flower seeds would soon be available again.
Most of these flower seed packages, which are widely available, contain warnings which say the contents are
not for human consumption, but a simple disclaimer is clearly not enough to deter illicit use. Many people
associate drugs with substances that either come out of laboratories or are clearly known to be mind or
mood-altering substances. But the truth is that these drugs are everywhere, and if there is a way to get high off
flower seeds, someone will discover that method and others will replicate it. Opioid, marijuana, alcohol, and
nicotine use are all at nearly historically low levels. It should be noted, however, that these statistics are
largely self-reported and therefore are probably biased. In surveys like these, many respondents give pollsters
what they believe to be acceptable answers as opposed to honest answers. Many people will say they exercise
regularly even if they are almost completely sedentary, some chain-smokers will insist that they smoke less
than a pack a day, and many drug users will insist that they are abstinent. There are also some rather disturbing
trends in terms of the different types of addiction. Specifically, many children do not perceive drugs to be as
dangerous. A near-record number of eighth grade students believe that occasional use of synthetic marijuana
or abuse of over-the-counter cold medicine is not particularly harmful, Fewer tenth graders think that inhalants
or even powder cocaine is dangerous, and Most high school non-users do not disapprove of their peers who
experiment with LSD, steroids, heroin, or cocaine. Furthermore, according to a separate study, teenage stress
levels are very high, well exceeding that of their parents. The average teen reported a stress level of 5.
Approximately a third of teens said they felt overwhelmed, sad or depressed, and that their anxiety cause
tiredness or fatigue. Significantly, however, well over 50 percent of teens said that their elevated stress levels
did not affect their physical or mental health. Add it all up, and you get an environment that encourages
widespread drug abuse. Teens face some of the highest anxiety levels in recent history, yet they do not feel
that their stress is a major concern. In fact, to alleviate this stress, they may turn to substance use and abuse.
Getting High off Morning Glory Seeds Many teens abuse legal drugs, because they are relatively cheap, very
easy to acquire, and have little or no social stigma. Morning glory seeds, which are available at Walmart,
Home Depot, and countless other retailers for a couple of dollars, are the epitome of cheap and available.
Furthermore, there is a long history of children getting high on Morning Glory seeds, going back to at least the
s. To obtain the effects of these and other hallucinogenic seeds, most people eat Morning Glory seeds or grind
them up and add them to drinks. People who abuse Morning Glory seeds in this way nearly always leave
behind some telltale signs that alert observant parents and caregivers. Not all Hallucinogenic seeds are created
equally. Some types of seeds, such as Heavenly Blue, provide more of a high than some other classifications.
Since each seed only contains a tiny bit of LSA, the people who abuse them will buy lots and lots of seeds.
Between and seeds usually generates the desired effect for teens. Our stomachs are not used to unrefined food,
so people who eat raw seeds will be very nauseated for at least an hour. The effects will be even worse if the
person has eaten anything in the last six hours and so the stomach is not completely empty. As the nausea
begins wearing off, the psychedelic effects begin. The first stage is usually a near-catatonic state in which the
person is almost totally unresponsive to most stimuli. Instead, reach out to us for a free confidential addiction
assessment. If there is an issue, we offer a wide variety of non-threatening procedures that get results. So, most
flower seed users fall into the second category, which are current addicts looking for a new way to get high.
But addiction is a medical issue that a time-out simply does not fix, even if the child wants to stop using.
Therefore, with the normal sources cut off, these children look for alternate ways to get high. Because they are
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cheap and available, Morning Glory seeds fit the bill quite nicely. Other Similar Drug Abuse Issues In
addition to Morning Glory seeds, there are some other natural substances that have similar effects if used in
certain ways. Many of the substances on this list may surprise most parents and caregivers. These seeds are
much more powerful, as only three or four argyreia nervosa seeds may produce the same high as three or four
hundred Morning Glory seeds. The aforementioned side-effects are usually much worse as well, unless the
user takes very special precautions, and most people do not do so. The Donovan song Mellow Yellow was
supposedly about smoking banana peels, which do contain high bananadine levels another LSD cousin. But
the evidence is anecdotal at best. Some people get high by smoking banana peels and some people just get
sick, probably because bananadine also contains strychnine, a common rat poison. This story goes back even
further. Supposedly, some railroad surveyors in New Mexico Territory could not escape a sudden Indian
attack because their horses grazed on sleepy grass the night before and were therefore immobile. Many people
observe similar effects in other animals, and according to some, various Indian tribes used sleepy grass blades
to quiet colicky babies. Even though sleepy grass does contain LSA, its effects on humans are mostly
anecdotal. Today, researchers focus mostly on how to use sleepy grass commercially, since it requires less
water than other species. This spice contains myristicin, which creates hallucinogenic effects if consumed in
very large doses. Many users do get high, but they also usually develop serious side-effects that include
extreme gastrointestinal problems and flu-like symptoms. Similar to the high from Morning Glory seeds, a
nutmeg high does not kick in for several hours, so some children will overdose because they think they have
not taken enough. These seeds are directly related to opium and therefore heroin, and it is technically possible
to make a poppy seed cigarette. Other hallucinogenic seeds and herbs include high amounts of cilantro, and
certain types of mushrooms. Many people also consume marigold seeds to get high. What Parents and
Caregivers Should Do Although drug addiction may be rooted in social rebellion and poor choices, addressing
these issues is only part of the solution. Drug addiction is a medical problem as well, and so there must be a
medical solution. Many adults know how hard it is to give up overeating, smoking, drinking, and other
unhealthy habits. Giving up drugs is much, much harder, and it nearly always requires more than willpower
alone. High amounts of LSD or similar hallucinogens can cause permanent brain damage, so if your child
shows the signs of drug abuse, do not ignore them. Instead, contact us at Northpoint Recovery today to get the
help your family needs and the peace of mind you deserve. We accept many health insurance plans.
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Chinese vaccine victims could seek damages under new law 12 Nov The first time Li Bo stood eye to eye in
the ring with a kg lb bull, he was afraid. He understood well that with its massive power and sharp horns, the
bull could gore or kill him in moments. And one day the breakthrough came. As practised in Jiaxing, the
cradle of the pastime, it differs from better-known Spanish bullfighting in one major respect: For this reason,
its practitioners claim the Chinese version is more humane. The spectacle is boosting the economies of rural
villages in the area, drawing tourists and prizes with ever-greater purses. Watching a video of Li in the ring is
to see a display of self-discipline and martial arts intelligence pitched against a finely tuned force of nature.
Then a sweat-soaked Li grabs the bull by its lethal horns. Calling on all his training and experience, the fighter
engages the massive beast in a struggle. After long moments of grappling, Li topples the overwhelmed
creature to the ground, triumphant. But his parents dismissed his bullfighting ambitions as madness. Li follows
in the steps of kung fu master Han Haihua. But bullfighting styles vary within China as well as between
nations. In the southwestern provinces of Yunnan and Guizhou, for example, two bulls are made to fight each
other, instead of humans. Hard qigong is the technique that allows kung fu fighters to smash bricks with their
bare hands. You need to practise hard qigong to develop this kind of wrestling technique. Peter Li, a professor
at the University of Houston-Downtown and a China policy specialist for Humane Society International, calls
bull-wrestling an unacceptable form of entertainment in modern-day China. Li Bo said he was aware that
many people viewed the sport as cruel to animals, but countered that those who did just did not understand it
deeply enough. Their body strength and fighting capabilities are completely different. Han said the lack of
funding and investment was an impediment to developing the sport and allowing it to attain the same level of
international exposure as other martial arts, such as judo, taekwondo and Muay Thai. To ease the financial
burden of raising and training bulls, the club has held annual bull-fighting tournaments over the past seven
years, inviting outsiders to compete before hundreds of spectators. Han said he was looking at other ways to
earn revenue from the sport and potentially bring it to a larger audience internationally to ensure its survival.
For Li, however, going up against the bulls continues his devotion to his lifelong love: This article appeared in
the South China Morning Post print edition as:
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Posted August 30, Source: I feel pain and immense sadness when I look at half-staff flags â€” sometimes for
who the flags represent, but mostly for who they omit. Ever since Hurricane Katrina. I drove a lot in the days
following Hurricane Katrina. I was a sophomore in college in North Carolina, hundreds of miles away from
my family. Alone because I could barely get in contact with my family â€” most of them in Jackson,
Mississippi, without power or reliable cell phone service after the storm. Hell, I could barely understand what
was happening. One day in early September, just a few days after Katrina made landfall, I was sitting in a
Bojangles parking lot, drinking a sweet tea, staring out of my window, and trying to wrap my brain around the
fact that the Katrina death toll was reaching more than a 1, â€” it would eventually settle around 1, Then I saw
it: At that moment, the flag and its placement only represented a clear understanding about who the country
actually chooses to mourn and who is seen as expendable. Of course, I already knew this, but seeing the flag at
that moment flying to honor one single man and not those lives lost, crystallized what it means to be cared
about in America. These periods of mourning are proclaimed either by the president of the United States, for
national remembrance. However, beyond those rules, issues of half-staff flags are up to the discretion of the
people in charge. The Obama administration was tattered with controversies over when he put the flag at
half-staff, as the gesture was politicized near the end of his presidency. In , President Barack Obama faced
scrutiny for waiting several days before ordering flags at half-staff for five soldiers killed in Chattanooga,
Tennessee, during a mass shooting. Of course, this became a racially charged rallying cry for the right as Glen
Beck and Donald Trump ordered flags to be at half-staff on their personal and business properties to teach the
then-president a lesson. President Obama never ordered the flags at half-staff for the nine black men and
women murdered in the Charleston church massacre. However, he ordered flags at half-staff for the Boston
Marathon bombing. Black people have always had to find our own ways to honor our dead â€” museums
made out of the sites of our dead heroes, our own holidays and traditions â€” that fall outside of
government-sanctioned remembrance. The gesture was never meant for us and I doubt it ever will be.
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She has not been on this but on Prednisone she did get the facial prednisone 5 mg for dogs side effects Summary of Product Characteristics SmPC by Bayer plc Pictures of valtrex costs Buspirone , drug imprint
information, side effects for the patient. Morning glory seeds are seeds from the flowering plant of the same
name. They contain a chemical that is similar in nature and effects as LSD. The amount present in each seed is
very small, so you have to eat a lot of morning glory seeds in order to get the psychoactive effects. Some crush
up the seeds and mix the powder with alcohol to increase the effects. Some even extract the active chemical
and inject it intravenously. Learn about side effects, interactions and indications. Best medications for real
men. The psychological effects of morning glory seeds vary from person to person depending on dose, age,
and life experience. Most users experience strong sensory and visual distortion. Morning glory seeds may also
impair judgment and the ability to perceive danger, so accidents on morning glory seeds are common,
sometimes even fatal. A morning glory trip can last up to 12 hours and have long term psychological effects.
Many people have reported vomiting from eating morning glory seeds. Users experience intense sensations
and feelings with rapid mood swings. Some morning glory users experience severe, frightening thoughts and
feelings, fear of losing control, fear of insanity and death, and despair while using morning glory seeds. This
can cause anxiety, panic attacks, or full blown mental psychosis. For people with a pre-existing mental illness,
like schizophrenia, this can be very dangerous. When lipase activity is forex trading automated software
Morning Glory Seeds: However, some retailers monitor whether or not they are being bought in bulk. The
chemical compound in morning glory seeds, however, is not legal. So if you use extraction techniques like
crushing and combining with alcohol, you would then be in possession of a controlled substance. Learn more
about Phenergan Morning Glory Seeds: New Trend among Teens? Find great deals on eBay for zofran 4 mg
dosierung and cephalexin Teens tend to gravitate towards drugs that are easily obtained and relatively
inexpensive. Morning glory seeds fit the bill and are becoming more and more popular to young people who
may not have access to street hallucinogens like LSD. Many are largely unaware of the increasing popularity
of morning glory seeds amongst teens, so there is very little information available. Ohio and Louisiana have
recognized the trend and are taking steps to prevent it. The Ohio Early Warning Network issued an alert to
school, health and law enforcement officials. Louisiana has passed legislation that made morning glories and
38 other plants containing hallucinogenic compounds illegal when intended for human consumption. As more
and more young people are admitted to hospitals around the country for morning glory ingestion, more
officials are becoming aware of the trend.
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Morning Bits: An election about cruelty A demonstrator takes part in a rally June 21 in front of the White House to
oppose President Trump's family-separation policy. (Pablo Martinez Monsivais/AP).
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